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I. INTRODUCTION

With one million deaths worldwide, and more than 

33 million people infected in 188 countries, the 

coronavirus called covid-19 will have been at the 

origin of the worst pandemic of the beginning of 

this 21st century.

The first wave, which occurred between February and June for Europe, forced a 

number of countries to take restrictive measures (closures of schools, hotels,

restaurants, borders; general lockdown, etc.) which had a negative impact on the 

economy  ̶ but not always as we will see! The second wave currently underway, 

which is fortunately much less deadly than the first (especially in Western 

Europe), will have a more transparent impact on the market, with most sectors 

having already started to adapt to this new post-covid world.

It is impossible to summarize in one sentence or even one page the effects of the 

covid-19 crisis on the entire HVAC&R market, past and future, as they depend 

on very different factors. This is why the ambition of this special covid-19 

report is to provide you with a clear and concise answer to each question you 

ask yourself about your market, thanks to a simplified framework, organised by 

type of product, country, application and project.

We hope you will appreciate reading this prospective study which marks a new 

stage in the development of Eurovent Market Intelligence, always with the aim 

of better helping you to find your way in this uncertain world.

Yannick Cotrelle

Market Intelligence Manager
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II. ABOUT EMI

Eurovent Market Intelligence is a brand of Eurovent Services Company.

Eurovent Market Intelligence (EMI) is the European Statistics Office on the HVAC&R market and it 
provides key market data since 1994. The guiding principle of EMI is to establish a detailed map of the 
European, Middle Eastern and African market with the participation of the manufacturers in the data 
collections.

The single sales data collected from the participants remain confidential and the overall results can be 
received by the participants only. EMI provides the manufacturers with the annual and quarterly 
results, market trends and analyses, and also presents reassessed data to non-manufacturers. EMI 
tripled its number of participants in the last 6 years, and today, it reaches more than 300 manufacturers 
worldwide within 14 different programmes.

Yannick COTRELLE - Market Intelligence Manager

Yannick Cotrelle was born in 1979. He studied Economics and Marketing 
respectively at the University of Nancy2 in France and the University of 
Florence in Italy. He ended his education with a master degree diploma 
in Management at the University of Paris XII.
He worked as statistician in the observatory of Nancy2 and as sales man 
and marketing manager in an electronic manufacturer.
He joined Eurovent Market Intelligence in June 2009.
He speaks French, English, and Italian.

Inna COLLET - Analyst

Inna Collet was born in 1981. She studied International Economics at 
Saint-Petersburg State University of Economics and Finance in Russia. 
She ended her education with Global MBA degree at Essec Business 
School in France. Inna worked as management consultant and market 
analyst in various industries.
She joined Eurovent Market Intelligence in September 2018.
She speaks English, French, and Russian.

Beyza AYKURT - Analyst

Beyza Aykurt was born in 1994. She studied Psychology at Ege University in 
Izmir, Turkey. She ended her education with a master's degree diploma in 
Economics and Psychology from the University Paris 1 Panthéon-
Sorbonne. She conducted many statistical data analysis projects during her 
education including her two research theses. 
She joined Eurovent Market Intelligence in December 2019.
She speaks English, French, and Turkish.



*More information on the demography of the participants available in appendix.
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Important note
The results regarding the questions about the sales evolution and sales prospects (orders cancelled, new 

orders received during 1st half of 2020 and the order book for 2nd half of 2020 in comparison to 2019) in the 

report are presented in weighted average and takes into account the size of the respondent (factual or 

estimated sales of the corresponding products). The unweighted results of the survey (distribution according 

to the simple number of participants) can be found in appendix.

III. METHODOLOGY
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Survey methodology
The survey was based on primary and secondary research:

1. Primary research: 

    1.1. The questionnaire on the sales results and prospects in 2020, as well as expectations for the future 

(filled in by all the respondents).

    1.2. A profound interview with the respondents for qualitative clarifications of their market situation and 

vision (conducted with 40 respondents).

2. Secondary research: 

    1.1. Analysis of the macroeconomic statistics on the economic development by country.

    1.2. Analysis of the information in press article on countries' economy in 2020 and forecasts about their 

futher developement, government response to covid crisis and the situation in the most important industries 

(construction, tourism, health, etc.).

Forecast methodology
The forecast for 2020-2023 was made by product, by country and by application. The forecast was based on 

the following information:

1. 2020 forecast: 

       - quantitative results on orders cancelled, new orders received during 1H2020 in comparison to 1H2019 

and the size of order book for 2H2020 in comparison to 2H2019, received from the questionnaires of the 

respondents;

        - results of market evolution in Q1-Q3 2020 for 4 products (chillers, fan coils, AHU, rooftops), based on the 

quarterly survey regularly conducted by EMI;

2. 2021-2023 forecast: 

        - expectations of the respondents for the business restart;

        - analysis of the macroeconomic situation by country and by the industry/application of HVAC products.

This survey was conducted in the period from 12 August to 25 September 2020 with 100 HVACR companies from 

19 countries*. 

The survey concerned 8 types of products, that were united in 3 groups for the analysis:

- HVAC (Chillers, AHU, Fan Coil Units, Rooftops, VRF);

- Refrigeration (Heat exchangers and Cooling towers);

- Air filters. 



- An overall page where the products were compared to each other

- A single subchapter on 8 different products which consists of:

- Evolution of product sales in Europe and forecasts by EMI

-

- An overall page where the analysed countries are compared to each other

- A subchapter for each 16 single countries in Europe which consists of:

- Evolution of sales in the area and forecasts by EMI

-

- Macroeconomic summary of the country and the national impact of Covid-19

- Divided into two parts: HVAC applications and refrigeration

- An overall page for HVAC application where they the applications are compared

- A subchapter for every single application (HVAC and refrigeration) which consists of:

- Evolution of sales to the concerned industry and forecasts by EMI

-

- Divided into three subcategories: distributors, direct sales by size, and new/renewal

- One summary page for each subcategory which consists of:

- Survey results regarding the performance in the first half of 2020

- Survey results regarding the expectations about the future in terms of project types

Eurovent Market Intelligence - Special covid-19 report - version sample page
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Survey results regarding the performance in the first half of 2020 and the 

expectations for the coming years; the comparison by countries, 

applications, and project types
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Survey results regarding the performance in the first half of 2020 and the 

expectations for the expectations for the coming years.

Survey results regarding the performance in the first half of 2020 and the 

expectations for the coming years.
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The impact of Covid-19 on the HVACR market has been investigated from different perspectives in this 

report. The main information in every chapter is a synthesis of qualitative survey results from the HVACR 

manufacturers, macroeconomic data, and EMI data including forecasts.

IV. GUIDELINES
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V. Market by product > 1. Overview
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1. Overview
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V. Market by product > 2. Air Filters
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2. Air Filters



V. Market by product > 2. Air Filters
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2. Air Filters
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VI. Market by country > 1. Overview
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VI. Market by country > 2. Austria
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2. Austria
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VI. Market by country > 2. Austria
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2. Austria
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